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Executive Summary 
 
The purpose of this report is for the Finance and Resources Committee to consider 
recommending to North Lanarkshire Council that it pass a resolution in respect of the 
licensing of Sexual Entertainment Venues (SEVs) in the North Lanarkshire area in terms 
of Section 45A of the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982.  
 
The new legislation introduced by the Scottish Government followed an unsuccessful 
attempt by the City of Glasgow Licensing Board to regulate SEVs using the alcohol 
licensing system, Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005. The Court of Session decided that the 
Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 could not be used to regulate SEVs (Brightcrew Ltd. v The 
City of Glasgow Licensing Board, [2011] CSIH 46, 2012 SC 67, 2012 SLT 140). The new 
legislation is a recognition by the Scottish Parliament that there was no other system of 
regulation available. 
 
The Scottish Government has not made the licensing of SEVs a mandatory licensing 
regime and it is for local authorities to determine whether they wish to licence SEVs or not, 
whether to limit their numbers and to determine individual licence applications. When doing 
so local authorities will need to consider the implications, opportunities and risks of their 
decisions. 
 
 
It is important to note that if the Committee were to decide not to pass a resolution, then 
no licence is required to operate an SEV and SEVs would operate without direct regulation 
or control from the local authority. If a resolution is passed, existing (none at present) and 
new SEVs would require a licence and would therefore be directly regulated by the local 
authority.     
 
 
 
 

Recommendations 
 
It is recommended that the Finance and Resources Committee: - 
 



 

 
 
1. Background 
 
1.1 The key aims of civic licensing are the preservation of public safety and order and the 

prevention of crime.  The Air Weapons and Licensing (Scotland) Act 2015 amended 
the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 to the extent that local authorities can 
licence SEVs if they wish to do so.  The legislation permits, but does not require, the 
Council to introduce a licensing regime for SEVs.  Such venues were not previously 
subject to a specific licensing regime, discretionary or otherwise, however, the 
provisions of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 apply to the extent that venues require 
a premises licence if alcohol is sold. 
 

1.2 The scope and impact of the adult entertainment regime has been subject to Scottish 
Government scrutiny in recent years.  A Working Group convened in 2005, made 
several recommendations aimed at improving standards in the industry and 
safeguarding the interest of performers and customers. The recommendations 
stopped short of introducing direct local authority regulation over SEVs, on the basis 
that local Licensing Boards could regulate adult entertainment by way of the existing 
alcohol licensing regime.  In 2011, a Court of Session case held that the 2005 Act was 
limited to the regulation of the sale of alcohol and that local authorities could not seek 
to use the alcohol licensing regime to regulate matters beyond the scope of that 
regime.  A Scottish Government Consultation entitled “Consultation on Regulation of 

(1) Note and consider the responses received in relation to the Consultation exercise 
contained at Appendix 1 which was carried out between 2 November 2020 and 
3 January 2021. 
 

(2) Considering those responses, approve the resolution contained at Appendix 2 to 
require sexual entertainment venues to be licensed. 

 
(3) Note that, if approved, the resolution will come into effect one year after it is made; 
 
(4) If a resolution is passed, instruct the Head of Legal and Democratic Services:  

 
(a) to consult with groups who may have an interest in this matter including, but 

not limited to, views from members of the community in addition to interested 
parties including Community Councils, Police Scotland, Scottish Fire and 
Rescue Service, NHS Lanarkshire, North Lanarkshire Adult and Child 
Protection Committees, organisations providing support to victims of gender 
base violence and internal Council departments, 
 

(b) following consideration of the responses received from the consultation, to 
report back to this Committee providing a proposed note of an application 
process for approval by the Committee, including application forms, 
guidance, and a draft sexual entertainment venue policy statement. 

 

 
 
The Plan for North Lanarkshire 
Priority  Enhance participation, capacity, and empowerment across our 

communities 
Ambition statement (14) Ensure the highest standards of public protection 



Sexual Entertainment Venues” was issued in July 2013.  The consultation invited views 
on the establishment of a licensing regime for sexual entertainment venues. 
 

1.3 The Scottish Government’s response following the consultation was supportive of a 
specific licensing regime for sexual entertainment and it was recognised that the 
licensing of SEVs involves specific considerations that are only applicable to those 
establishments.  The Scottish Government felt that having a discretionary regime 
solely for the purpose of licensing SEVs would ensure that the activity is properly and 
effectively regulated.  This led to the introduction of a specific, discretionary licensing 
regime for SEVs.  The regime allows local authorities to consider local circumstances 
in setting the number of permitted SEVs within their area and enables appropriate 
control and regulation to be exercised in respect of these venues.  Such a regime 
requires to be considered in the context of the promotion of gender equality and the 
regime seeks to balance the freedom of individuals to engage in legal employment with 
a right of local authorities to exercise the appropriate control and regulation of adult 
entertainment venues in their area. 
 

1.4 The premises that can be regulated under the new provisions are those in which sexual 
entertainment is provided before a live audience for, or with a view to, the financial 
gain of the organiser.  The statutory definition of “sexual entertainment” includes “any 
live performance and any live display of nudity provided solely or principally for the 
purpose of sexually stimulating any member of the audience”.  In terms of the 
legislation, premises where this entertainment occurs in no more than four dates within 
a twelfth month period do not require an SEV licence. The statutory definition covers 
premises which offer such entertainment on a restricted basis as well as premises that 
are dedicated venues providing sexual entertainment as one of their primary functions. 
 

1.5 Local authorities who choose to licence SEVs require to publish a policy statement 
developed in consultation with relevant interest groups.  They must also pass a 
resolution for SEV licensing to take effect in their area.  In considering whether to pass 
a resolution an authority should consider whether they wish to control SEVs, even if 
there are no such premises operating in their area.  
 

1.6 It is important to note that if there is no resolution in place, then no licence is required 
to operate an SEV and SEVs would operate without direct regulation from the local 
authority.  New SEVs could also come into operation and sexual entertainment in these 
venues would remain largely unregulated.  If a resolution is passed, existing and new 
SEVs would require a licence and would therefore be directly regulated by the local 
authority.  Where a licence is granted, licence conditions would help reduce the risk of 
criminality such as human trafficking and prostitution and help safeguard the wellbeing 
of performers, customers, and the wider community. 

 
  
 

 
 

 
2. Report 
 
2.1 At its meeting on 27 November 2019, this Committee agreed to instruct a Public 

Consultation in respect of the proposed licensing of sexual entertainment venues 
following a change to the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 which introduced the 
option for local authorities to licence such premises. 

 



2.2 The Consultation was conducted electronically and published on North Lanarkshire 
Council’s social media fora Facebook and Twitter. Examples of parties alerted to the 
Consultation included members of the public, Community Councils, Police Scotland, 
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, NHS Lanarkshire, North Lanarkshire Adult and Child 
Protection Committees, organisations providing support to victims of gender-based 
violence and internal Council departments. 

 
2.3 The consultation asked for responses to two questions:1) Should North Lanarkshire 

Council license Sexual Entertainment Venues in North Lanarkshire? Yes or No; and 2) 
Why do you think this? There were 325 responses to the consultation. In response to 
question 1, 165 respondents (51%) said Yes to North Lanarkshire Council licensing 
SEVs and 160 respondents (49%) said No to North Lanarkshire Council licensing 
SEVs. When evaluating the responses to question 2, 89 of 160 responses who 
responded “No” to the licensing of SEVs stated in their comments that they were not 
supportive of SEVs operating in North Lanarkshire. The responses received from the 
consultation are contained within Appendix 1. Of the 325 responses received 305 were 
from individuals, ten from organisations and ten who did not specify if they were an 
individual or an organisation.  

 
2.4 The Committee require to consider these responses in Appendix 1 and determine 

whether sexual entertainment venues ought to be licensed within North Lanarkshire.  
If the resolution is passed, the date on which the licensing scheme comes into 
operation must not be before the expiry of a period of one year beginning with the date 
the resolution is passed. 

 
2.5   When deciding whether to pass a resolution requiring SEVs to be licensed, the   

Committee will require to consider potential implications that this may have in relation 
to the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR). The Committee is required to 
take account of the competing ECHR rights of individuals alongside those of the 
community. The Committee will require to consider the rights which SEV operators 
may have under the ECHR, particularly under Article 1, Protocol 1 (peaceful enjoyment 
of possessions) and Article 10 (freedom of expression), and should consider whether 
a decision to licence SEVs is proportionate and justifiable in accordance with these 
ECHR rights. In addition to the ECHR, the Committee is required to give due regard to 
The Provision of Services Regulations and their Public Sector Equality Duty when 
making any decisions on the discretionary powers available to it under the 1982 Act. 
The Committee must also have regard to the Regulatory Reform (Scotland) Act 2014 
when considering whether to pass a resolution to licence SEVs and if so, the 
appropriate number of SEVs in its area. The Scottish Government recognises that 
there are competing considerations for local authorities in deciding to licence SEVs 
and in exercising functions under the new legislation, the Council is obliged to have 
regard to the Guidance issued by the Scottish Government at paragraphs 19 to 24. 
The guidance can be accessed here:- 

 
            https://www.gov.scot/publications/guidance-provisions-licensing-sexual-

entertainment-venues-changes-licensing-theatres/. 
 
 
 
2.6 If the resolution is passed, the Act requires the Committee to agree to a Sexual 

Entertainment Venue Policy Statement following consultation with interested groups.  
The Policy Statement would require to consider, in particular, the impact of the SEV 
licensing regime in the area having regard as to how it will affect the licensing 
objectives of (a) preventing public nuisance, crime and disorder; (b) securing public 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/guidance-provisions-licensing-sexual-entertainment-venues-changes-licensing-theatres/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/guidance-provisions-licensing-sexual-entertainment-venues-changes-licensing-theatres/


safety; (c) protecting children and young people from harm, and (d) reducing violence 
against women. 

 
 
 
2.7 The legislation permits local authorities to decide upon a numerical limit of zero SEV 

premises in their area, however, there would require to be an evidential basis for this.  
The Scottish Government has recently issued guidance to assist local authorities in 
deciding whether to licence such venues. This guidance will require to be taken into 
consideration when determining any policy. Given that there requires to be an 
evidential basis in relation to any SEV licensing regime, the proposed consultation will 
assist decisions on the number of licences to be issued, if any and what should be 
included in the Policy Statement. The guidance can be accessed here at paragraph 
33: - 

 
 https://www.gov.scot/publications/guidance-provisions-licensing-sexual-

entertainment-venues-changes-licensing-theatres/  
 
2.8 The proposed Consultation will gather evidence on a range of issues detailed in the 

guidance at paragraph 32 including: - 
 

• the number of premises licensed to operate within the area (none at present); 
• the location of such premises and proximity to schools; 
• the location of such premises and proximity to places of worship; 
• the location of such premises and proximity to residential areas and 

organisations supporting victims of gender-based violence. 
• the effect that such venues may have in the local community in terms of the 

licensing objectives; 
• whether there have been any incidents of sexual assaults, anti-social 

behaviour, kerb-crawling, or prostitution reported in the area; or 
• whether there have been any incidents of human trafficking or exploitation. 

 
2.9 If Committee approves the resolution contained at Appendix 2, at the end of the public 

consultation the Head of Legal and Democratic Services, after considering the 
responses received from the consultation, will provide a further report to this 
Committee recommending a process for applications, including details about the 
application forms and fees.  Furthermore, this report will provide, for the Committee’s 
approval, a draft Licensing Policy Statement which is required in terms of the Act.  The 
draft Licensing Policy Statement will be prepared in consultation with interested groups 
as set out in the recommendation. 

 
 

 
3. Public Sector Equality Duty and Fairer Scotland Duty 
 
3.1 Fairer Scotland Duty 
 
 The licensing of SEVs will assist the existing strategies and policies adopted by North 

Lanarkshire Council with the aim of eradicating violence against women who 
experience socio-economic disadvantage. 

    
3.2 Equality Impact Assessment  
 
           The licensing of SEVs will assist the existing strategies and policies adopted in 

eradicating violence against females by North Lanarkshire Council such as the 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/guidance-provisions-licensing-sexual-entertainment-venues-changes-licensing-theatres/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/guidance-provisions-licensing-sexual-entertainment-venues-changes-licensing-theatres/


Gender Based Violence Policy and the recently endorsed Position Statement on 
Prostitution by the Policy and Strategy Committee on 18 March 2021 in conjunction 
with ‘Equally Safe: Scotland’s national strategy in eradicating violence against 
women and girls’. Equally Safe's aim is to work collaboratively with key partners 
across all sectors to prevent and eradicate all forms of violence against women and 
girls and the attitudes which perpetuate them. Its priorities are achieving gender 
equality; intervening early and effectively to prevent violence; and maximising the 
safety and wellbeing of women, children, and young people. The strategy sets out a 
definition of violence against women and girls which includes 'commercial sexual 
exploitation, including prostitution, lap dancing, stripping, pornography and human 
trafficking'. The Scottish Government guidance on the licensing of SEVs for local 
authorities recognises the conflict between this definition and the licensing of SEVs, 
with the purpose of the guidance helping to ensure that such activities take place in 
safe and regulated environments if licensed. North Lanarkshire Council have 
achieved bronze accreditation for our Equally Safe action A copy of the strategy can 
be accessed here: 

 
           Equally Safe: Scotland's strategy to eradicate violence against women - gov.scot 

(www.gov.scot) 
 
            The EQIA Assessment can be accessed here: 
 
 Chief Executive's | North Lanarkshire Council 
 
  
   

 
4. Impact 

 
4.1 Financial Impact 
 
 None at this stage.  Should the resolution to licence SEVs be adopted the Committee 

will require to set a licence fee. 
   
4.2 HR/Policy/Legislative Impact 
 
 The Consultation will provide an evidential basis for Committee to prepare a draft 

licensing policy statement for SEVs. 
 
4.3      Technology/Digital Impact  
  
            None. 
   
4.4 Environmental Impact 
 
 There is no environmental impact. 
 
4.5       Communications Impact 
 
            Licensing of SEVs may be considered controversial so discussions with Corporate 

Communications will take place to ensure a clear understanding of the need for this 
to be done. 

  
4.6 Risk Impact  

https://www.gov.scot/publications/equally-safe-scotlands-strategy-prevent-eradicate-violence-against-women-girls/pages/3/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/equally-safe-scotlands-strategy-prevent-eradicate-violence-against-women-girls/pages/3/
https://www.northlanarkshire.gov.uk/your-community/equalities/equality-impact-assessments-eqias/chief-executives


 
 None. 
 

 
5. Measures of success 
 
5.1 Enhancing the eradication of violence against females.  
 
 

 
6. Supporting documents 
 
6.1 Appendix 1 – Responses to Consultation. 
  
6.2 Appendix 2 – Proposed resolution. 
 
6.3       Appendix 3 – EQIA Assessment – please follow link  

Chief Executive's | North Lanarkshire Council 
 
 
Archie Aitken 
Head of Legal and Democratic Solutions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.northlanarkshire.gov.uk/your-community/equalities/equality-impact-assessments-eqias/chief-executives


 
 
 
 
 



Should North 
Lanarkshire Council 
license Sexual 
Entertainment Venues 
in North Lanarkshire?  
Yes/No Why do you think this?

Are you 
responding as 
an individual or 
an 
organisation?  
Individual

Yes
Select businesses should be licensed due to the nature of concern.  Music venues or drinking establishments for instance in 
order a council has overriding control and a caveat in order to remove a licence is a premises causes public concern. Organisation

No
It give an unintended connotation of acceptability where there should be zero tolerance at every level and underpinning 
criminal sanctions. Organisation

Yes
I would object to Sexual Entertainment Venues, but would rather have them licensed and regulated by North Lanarkshire 
Council under their licensing regime. Organisation

Yes To have it regulated and for Health and Safety Individual
No They should be banned and any establishment that opens in nlc will be met with protests Individual

No these venues should not be licensed - it puts the local authority in the position of reulating objectifiction and commodification Individual

No
Sexual entertainment is demeaning to all involved. We have no place for this in today's world. Sex trafficking should be enough 
to dissuade any moral council to steer clear of such establishments. Individual

Yes Individual
Yes To safeguard potential employees and the community Individual
Yes I think SEV’s should be made illegal Individual
No Individual
No If the don't have a license then shut them down Individual

Yes
There is no legal reason not to. Also privide employment and income for directly employed and supply chain. Also safe 
enviroment for stagf and customers Individual



No

I understand that they may still open unregulated, however this form of "entertainment" can be classed as gender based 
violence. To understand the true dynamics of gender inequality within our society we must look deeper into all aspects of 
gender based violence. GBV exists on a spectrum from street harassment and other forms of objectifying women and girls all 
the way through to femicide. One thing leads to another, how can we educate our young people on equality, healthy 
relationships, boundaries and consent while at the same time sanctioning a Business which main objective is to sexualise young 
women. How can we move forward as a society when women and girls continue to be objectified, this is a huge step backward 
in equality. Use the money you would get from licencing these premises and put that into your preventative gender based 
violence strategies. Educate our young people so that in the future we do not have to point out to you how detrimental this is 
to our society. Individual

Yes Needs to be regulated Individual

No
Bad influence on children in the area, offensive to women and will encourage men to cheat on their partners! Disgusting, vile 
idea. Not a good thing to teach younger people that this is okay. Definitely not!! Individual

Yes Standards need to be set to avoid abuse, trafficking, and what is involved Individual
No Individual

No

Definitely not a priority for council resources right now. Would not improve the entertainment reputation of the county, 
making it more “metropolitan”, but instead, would cheapen it. The only counter arguement to this would be if there was a big, 
current underground industry, that licensing might disrupt. And improve lives of workers. I’m not sure licensed SEVs would 
change any of the illegal activity. Individual

Yes It would help keep people safer and also make more jobs Individual
No Individual
No Individual
No Individual
No Individual
Yes Organisation

No
Licensed or unlicensed, no place for these types of establishments in this day and age. They conjure up the idea of sleaze and 
sexual exploitation of men and women etc Individual

Yes Individual
No Because they exploit vulnerable girls/women Individual
Yes Individual
No Licensing this kind of industry should be prohibited Individual
No Individual
No It's sexual exploitation Individual
No Don’t want to see these venues anywhere near our neighbourhoods. Individual
No I don’t want to encourage this type of venue to be available Individual



No Individual
No Individual
No Lots of families and young people no place for it in our communities Individual

No
I don't think these venues are appropriate for our small family towns. The city's have these venues available to anyone wishing 
to visit them. Individual

No They should not be allowed in the authority in the first place Individual
Yes Individual
No Individual
No Individual
No Individual
No Not needed ! Individual
No Individual
No Individual
No Individual
No There’s enough sex everywhere, we don’t need it close to our homes as well Individual
Yes Individual
Yes It is better to have some control over this type of business Individual
No Totally immoral and perverse. Individual

No
1. If it’s licensed then proper control measures can be put in place to protect the vulnerable.  2. Don’t think SEVs are acceptable 
on any level and should not be permitted in any context, as there always loopholes to bend guidelines and regulations!! Individual

Yes So they are legitimate and staff are being taken care of properly. 
No Individual
Yes Freedom of choice of occupation Individual
No Totally unnecessary and  an insult to public decency. Individual

No
I think the European charter which introduces LGBT teaching and others is not good for children and they should not learn 
perversions especially in Catholic schools. Individual

No

We are sick of being bombarded with sexual messages.  Young people, already desensitised by constant sexual imaging,  may 
be misled into seeing nothing wrong with public nudity.  The definition of an SEV given on this form is: "any live performance 
and any live display of nudity provided solely or principally for the purpose of sexually stimulating any member of the 
audience".  This is hardly wholesome entertainment.  At one time, in the not too far distant past, it was associated only with 
seedy venues and dirty old men in raincoats. Individual

No it will beopen to abuse and allow gangsters and gangs who deal in human misery to operate in our towns Organisation
No Individual
No Individual



Yes To regulate the opening and operating of these venues Individual
Yes People have they're own right and choice to make the decision to visit or work in these establishments Individual

Yes
Better to know who is opening up these venues and have some governance over them than having no knowledge and no 
jurastiction to find out any details after they open. Individual

Yes Individual
No The world is in a bad enough state as it is.  This would only fuel immoral tendencies. Individual

No

I do not believe that such overtly sexual venues are necessary and set a very poor, discriminatory and demeaning view of 
women.   We are trying to inspire our girls and young women to see themselves as being more than a body for the 
entertainment of others - mainly men. Individual

Yes To protect and prevent exploitation of the employees of any SEV. Individual
No It is ridiculous Individual
No Individual

No I do not think this will help as well as potentially could lead to trafficking as well sexual exploration behind scenes Individual
No Individual

Yes
If these places need to exist at all then my assumption is that by licensing it would offer protection to the people who work 
there and prevent trafficking Individual

Yes Individual
No Don't want them Individual
No Individual
No Individual

No
Once they are licensed you are sending out the message that what they’re doing is right and could influence other people to 
then use these facilities. It is a seedy industry and will always be a seedy industry where girls are controlled and abused! Individual

No There shouldn’t be venues like this at all Organisation
No Individual
No Individual
Yes Individual

No This is just making it legal for sec trafficking.  A load of immigrant woman will be placed there and put to work.   NO.... Individual
No Individual
No No it’s just exploiting people Individual

Yes I believe if they are licensed then they are regulated to an extent and so gives workers protection around working conditions  Individual
No If there has never been a venue there is no need for one now Individual



No Individual

Yes
Safety and regulations can be imposed on licensed venues instead of having unlicensed venues that can be made by anyone 
and you have no clue what is going on in them Individual

No
Absolutely not; hardly fits with the place to live, work, invest. Not for this community. It traditionally has a criminal element, 
degrades females, exploitative, no positive impact other than greed / money. Move on please, keep our community clean. Individual

No Degradation of women for sexual gratification purposes Individual
No It is degenerate, and degrading to human dignity. Individual
No Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual
Yes
No Individual
Yes
No Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Not sure Individual
Yes Keeping these premises licensed properly avoids any illegal type venues popping up. Individual
No Individual
No Individual
No It’s hardly a priority at this moment in time Individual
Yes Employees within SEV’s should be legally protected Individual
No Individual
Yes Would be a big boost to the local economy Individual
Yes If there has to be these places then they'd be better off licenced and regulated to keep workers safe. Individual

Yes
To put another obstacle in the way of gangsters & criminals openly opening these type of places.  To make e more challenging 
to exploit people & tougher to use trafficked people Individual

Yes Organisation
No Gangs Individual
Yes Better to be licensed than unlicensed Individual
No Individual
No Individual



No

Speaking as a married mother, I can tell you that I nor any mother I know would look upon their husband visiting such a 
deplorable establishment with a kindly eye. As a council, you should  consider your primary responsibility to uphold and 
support family units. Family breakdown will cost you far greater if you permit, normalise and encourage this deviant behaviours 
which will ultimately lead to the breakdown of marriages and consequently society. Individual

No Individual
Yes Individual
No Degrades women and society Individual
No Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual
No Individual
Yes So they can be monitored and regulated Individual
No Why on earth do people need to have venues like this, definately not, Individual
Yes Individual
No Individual
No Individual
Yes Women need to he protected from exploitation.  One  ways to ensure exploitation is less likely is to license. Individual
Yes It's the world we live in. I would imagine it would be populwr Individual
No Individual
No There is no need for this type of thing here......disgusting! Totally degrading to women! Individual
Yes Individual
Yes To help protect the people who work there and vulnerable people in society Individual

No It's bad enough in town centres with cheap shops and takeaway. Unlikely to get healthy attitudes and minds with this Individual
Yes Individual
No
Yes Better for NLC to have some control, although I believe these venues should be avoided at all costs. Individual
Yes Individual
Yes If we are going to have them then they should be licensed Individual
No Because l think the whole idea is seedy and because of exploitation of sex workers Individual
No Individual
Yes If they can operate without licensing, then there is no oversight/standards for employees. Individual
No We do not need this type of so called business in our area. It will bring nothing but trouble. Individual
No Individual



No Individual
No People are desperate for money and this could hold up on places opening and jobs would be created sooner Individual
No It’s degrading Individual
No It is immoral. To license it would only send out a message that this kind of behaviour is acceptable. Individual
No They should not be present at all Individual
No Individual
Yes It would allow the Council to regulate and check any such venues Individual
Yes Individual
No Demeaning to women Individual
No They don't need to be licensed by council. Individual
No It objectifies women in a society where sexua exploitation is on the rise Individual
No Immoral Individual
No Its completely immoral and degrading. 
No Individual
No Individual
No It’s beside family area.. fast food outlets & supermarket..!!  Not appropriate Individual
No We don’t need this Individual
No It’s immoral Individual
No Objectification of women (and men where applicable) for entertainment and ‘stimulation’ is wrong Individual
Yes Individual
No It’s degrading to all the population Individual
No Because women and men should not be objectified in this way        Individual
No Individual
Yes Move with the times Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual
No We should not be reducing people down to mere sex objects Individual

Yes
To help prevent trafficking of people as employees of these types of businesses. To help prevent exploitation of vulnerable 
people. To help prevent unsuitable people, e.g. sex offenders, gangsters running these types of businesses. Individual

Yes
No There is no need for it Individual
Yes Because without a license and the council keeping an eye on this premises it would be just a shamble Individual
Yes Individual
Yes It is better to have some form of control over such enterprises than for them to exist without control. Individual



No
I do not want my towns reputation tarnished with nudity. This may encourage an increase in abuse, assaults in my area.  
Exploiting females for money is grotesque and I cannot believe north lanarkshire is even considering such a proposal. Individual

Yes They should allow places for people to go as they please Individual
Yes To prevent unlicensed premises taking advantage of vulnerable employees, and to ensure safety of staff Individual
Yes Individual
No Individual

Yes
The businesses can be regulated to reduce the risk of people trafficking or minors being exploited. It would also make money 
for the council  Individual

No Its an unnecessary venture in a world of technology. Individual
No Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual
No Morally wrong!!! Individual
Yes Individual
Yes To provide oversight of the venues to prevent exploitation of the workforce. Individual
Yes So that they are checked over properly and regulated Individual
Yes To ensure safe working conditions for staff Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual
No There's no need for this in North Lanarkshire Individual
Yes Cause it’s needed and helps with mental health Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual
Yes They are all consenting adults and if it earns someone a living at this time. Individual

Yes
As part of art, its not all lap dancing and strippers. There are burlesque dancer and fire eaters, pole dancers it's art in another 
form. Individual

No Individual
No Individual
Yes Individual
No Individual

No
Because its derogatory  to vulnerable people  and it's seldom a fulfilled  ambition to work in the sex trade.It will need policing 
and/ or monitoring and take away precious funding for other areas af a time if cut backs. Individual

No My area has enough issues with anti-social behaviour without making this worse Individual



Yes Better to be licensed than unlicensed Individual
No Organisation
Yes Individual

Yes
If the Council does not license these premises then they will be able to operate with no regulation.  However NLC should be 
clear that the number of these venues that it considers appropriate for the area is ZERO. Individual

No innapropriare especially for a small town. Will be encouraging the wrong crowds to visit Individual
No Don't want this in my neighbourhood Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual
Yes All business must be supported. Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Keeps workers safe and reduces human trafficking 
Yes To ensure any that open meet certain standards Individual
Yes Safe guarding Individual

Yes
It should be licensed and regulated to control the location and operating hours of venues. Also to ensure standards of 
cleanliness and safety of patrons/staff. Individual

Yes Individual
No Individual
Yes Organisation
No Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Creates jobs in a safe and controlled environment Individual
No Individual
No Individual
No Individual
No Individual
No It’s disgusting Individual
No Individual
No Because there is no need for it. I certainly do not want this on my doorstep. Individual

No
SEV’s should exist at all. As a woman, bringing up girls, the last thing I want in the area is SEVs, licensed or not. The objectifying 
and commodifying of women is one of the many things wrong with our society. Individual



Yes
They have the potential to be dens for human trafficking and abuse. They should not be allowed to open at all. But any 
regulation is better than no regulation Individual

No Individual
Yes Why not, it's the next step up fro lap dancing, as long as it's regulated Organisation
Yes To ensure safety of workers and patrons. Individual
Yes To allow the Council to regulate them. Individual
Yes Individual
No Too high a risk for explotation Individual
Yes Individual
Yes They should be licensed to ensure the safety of their staff, customers and neighbours Individual
Yes Individual

No
Let the people view what they want, we need to be more liberal and open in this country. Personally not for me but it's good on 
general Individual

Yes
Yes . Individual
Yes To protect workers & public. Unlicensed premises are unregulated & open to criminal activity Individual
Yes Safeguarding of workers/performers should be paramount in this licensing process. Individual
Yes Individual
No They shouldn’t operate regardless Individual
No They are exploitative Individual
Yes To regulate the number, and type of SEVs opening in the area Individual
No It is an immoral and dangerous proposal to normalise yet another method of serial exploitation. Individual
Yes So they can be regulated Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Protection to staff on every level, and also suitability of location. Individual
No Individual

Yes

I work in statutory services in north lanarkshire with vulnerable women. They are currently working in unlicensed sex industry 
where they are exposed to all sorts of risk. If this was licensed it would provide support and protection for the individuals 
involved. I think it’s a sensible approach to the uncertain times that we are living in. There is so much money to be made in this 
area, it means that the most vulnerable members of our community are drawn to this to fund their lifestyle. Individual

Yes Sex work is real work, any other opinion is archaic Individual
Yes Protect employees 
No No need Individual



No

There is no place or need for them in a modern society that respects females and rejects the objectivism of the female body. 
Just because lots of men would like to frequent these establishments, that does not justify their existence. Maybe forcus on 
finding other, less harmful hobbies for them. Individual

No
Whilst I appreciate that sex workers often choose their role, this is likely to encourage undesirable behaviour in individuals and 
a corresponding knock on impact to how they think they can interact with others in the community. Individual

No Individual

No It encourages poor attitude towards women, creates a misogynistic society and puts young women at a disadvantage. Individual

Yes
All other entertainment venues are licensed and regulated. I feel this is the right thing to do - it’s protects the employees, the 
customers and the local residents equally. Individual

Yes Individual
Yes Individual
No We should not be encouraging this type of venue. Needs to be Policed nit give them permission Individual

Yes
All businesses should be appropriately legislated - if a business such as this is allowed to operate wherever it chooses without 
appropriate supervision can negatively impact the area Individual

Yes
To protect the workers, check human trafficking concerns, ensure fair working conditions, enforce appropriate limitations of 
age of those who enter. Also to ensure hygiene for staff and customers. Individual

No Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Without a licence SEV can lead to sexual exploitation. Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual

Yes
Will provide additional safety and protection for sex workers and ensure an overlook for these venues to protect against 
vulnerable people being taken advantage of. Individual

No Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual
No We do not need venues of this type in our local community Individual
No Individual
Yes Individual
Yes To ensure the fair treatment of any workers within SEVs with proper licensing and employment practices Individual
Yes To protect the workers and local area Individual
Yes



Yes If venues are regulated then they are safer environments for the people who work there. Individual
No Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual
Yes More choices and opportunities. Jobs are jobs Individual
Yes For proper regulation and the protection of exploited women and girls Individual
Yes Individual
No Individual
Yes Individual

Yes

There should be measures put in place to ensure the safety of performers and to prevent human trafficking. Workers should 
have to be registered with the local authority (and immigration status checked) prior to employment, there should be 
regulations around hygiene/cleanliness. Also consideration should be taken in to the location of these venues, noise levels and 
foot traffic if residential area, proximity to schools, churches etc, ensure no visibility to people walking by. Individual

No Individual
No Individual

Yes
With licencing would come regulations which would keep everyone safer. Better than them being allowed to open with no 
regulations in place Individual

Yes Individual
No Your normalising it Individual
Yes Individual
Yes It makes the business accountable Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual

Yes
Regulations allows for a safer environment for all involved, including performers and clients to avoid abuse, it also allows 
patrons to know they are visiting a legal premises which may in turn encourage visitation of these premises Individual

Yes Licensing and controlling ensures staff at these businesses are looked after Individual

Yes

We live in the 21st century plus most people who attend lapdancing bars go into Glasgow so it therefore would keep the money 
within the local community. If they are not licensed it would allow organised crime to continue to profit from these businesses 
and make employees susceptible to human trafficking and sexual exploration. Individual

Yes Ensure legal and properly operated whilst keeping ALL employees and patrons safe. Individual
Yes It will give a level of security Individual



Yes Individual
Yes Individual
Yes Individual
Yes So they can be regulated Individual
No Not required Individual

No Because I dont want my children growing up thinking paying someone to sexually stimulate another person is normal Individual



APPENDIX 2 
 
That North Lanarkshire Council has, having consulted with the public, resolved in accordance 
with Section 45B(1) of the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 to adopt a resolution that, 
with effect from one year after making of this resolution, the following activity, namely:- 
 
a. The use of any premises at which sexual entertainment is provided before a live 

audience for (or with a view to) the financial gain of the organiser shall require to be 
licensed by North Lanarkshire Council in accordance with the provisions of Schedule 2 
of the Act and shall be regulated by those provisions. 
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